Impact of Magnetic Resonance Imaging on Gross Tumor Volume Delineation in Non-spine Bony Metastasis Treated With Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy.
This study investigates the inter-observer variability of contouring non-spine bone metastases using the planning CT alone vs. the addition of MRI T1 and T2 imaging sequences. 10 cases of non-spine bone metastases treated with SBRT at our institution were selected. The gross tumor volume (GTV) for each case was delineated by six SBRT radiation oncologists (RO) and one diagnostic radiologist (DR) on the treatment planning CT. After a minimum of three months, each case was re-contoured on the CT fused with a MRI T1 sequence followed by a MRI T2 sequence. STAPLE consensus contours were created from the RO volumes and inter-observer variability was measured using both κ agreement and the Dice coefficient (DSC). In total, 180 RO contours were analyzed within three datasets (CT, CT + MRI T1 and CT + MRI T1 + MRI T2). The mean GTV was 16.95 cm3 (range, 0.12-269.6 cm3). The RO κ agreement was 0.6129 based on CT alone, and significantly increased to 0.7045 in the CT + MRI T1 (P = .042) dataset and 0.7017 in the CT + MRI T1 + MRI T2 dataset (P = .048). The mean DSC in the CT alone dataset was 0.7047, and significantly increased to 0.7628 in the CT + MRI T1 dataset (P < .001) and 0.7544 in the CT + MRI T1 + MRI T2 dataset (P = .001). There were no statistical differences in RO κ agreement (P = .948) or mean DSC (P = .573) when comparing the CT + MRI T1 and CT + MRI T1 + MRI T2 datasets. The DSC agreement between DR and RO volumes was lowest (0.6887) in the CT alone dataset and significantly increased to 0.7398 in the CT + MRI T1 dataset (P = .003) and 0.7342 in the CT + MRI T1 + MRI T2 dataset (P = .008). The fusion of MRI T1 images to CT significantly reduced inter-observer variability amongst RO's in delineating non-spine bone metastases, and improved agreement between GTVs delineated by the RO to the DR.